
MINUTES
City of Newport Planning Commission

Work Session
Newport City Hall Conference Room A

June 12, 2017
6:00 p.m.

Planning Commissioners Present: Jim Patrick, Bill Branigan, Lee Hardy, Jim Hanselman, and Rod Croteau.

PLanning Commissioners Absent: Bob Berman, Mike Franklin (excused)

PC Citizens Advisory Committee Members Present: Dustin Capri, and Karmen Vanderbeck

City Staff Present: Community Development Director (CDD) Derrick Tokos, and Executive Assistant Sherri Marineau.

Call to Order. Chair Patrick called the Planning Commission work session to order at 7:00 p.m.

2. New Business.

A. Potential Amendments to NMC Chapter 9.85.045 — Numbering of Properties. Tokos reviewed the Amendment.
Hardy asked if the amendment was just Lincoln County. Tokos assumed it was national but he did not ask the question.
lokos explained that there would need to be an amendment to the code. Hardy asked about the preexisting addresses.
Tokos explained they would stay as they are.

Hanselman said he lives with this aLl the time and a change wouldn’t make any difference to what he is dealing with
now. It wasn’t a problem when there was just one postman delivering to address. Different mail deliverers won’t do
sorting in their truck beforehand. He is concerned that when mail is mistakenly put in someone else’s box and that
person has stopped getting mail, there could be a delay. The delay could be a problem when it comes to receiving bills
and important documents.

Tokos said he could have Roina attend a meeting so the PC could ask questions. The PC would like him to come. Hardy
suggested researching why the US Postal Service isn’t willing to invest in updated software. Tokos suggested initiating
this and having a visit from Riona. Building Official, Joseph Lease, does the addressing now. Tokos to check with him
on this and find out if there are other target tweaks as well. Patrick requested that Tokos talk to the Fire Department as
well. Tokos explained that there will need to be a motion to initiate it.

3. Unfinished Business.

A. Draft System Development Charge Methodology and Construction Excise Tax Proposal. Tokos discussed the new
SDC methodology. There will be a hearing in June for the PC then one in August for the City Council. Tokos shared
out printed maps with the PC of the master plan projects. By looking at the list, trimming down the projects, and looking
at growth projections, the Advisory Committee was able to get reductions in SDCs. There was a request to play around
with discounts at the last meeting. Current methodology has a 50% discount for Parks and a 90% discount for
Transportation. The AC wanted the discounts averaged out across the board. Water, Sewer, Transportation and Parks
are now at a 45% discount.

Tokos shared out discount breakdowns with the PC. He cautioned the PC about credits on developed areas. There are
few that aren’t developed for retail. A 20% trip discount was provided for the Bayfront, Nye Beach, City Center and
Wilder areas because that is where there is more pedestrian traffic moving from venue to venue. Croteau asked how
discounts compare to other jurisdictions. Tokos pointed out that on the end of the methodology on page 333, there are
comparisons. He said that we are switching to square footage instead of ADUs. Garages would be accessory structures
and wouldn’t be adding impervious surfaces because it is underneath the living area.

Hanselman asked if there was a difference between sewer and water lines for residences. Typically, you are looking at
a 5,8th or 1-inch meter. We wouldn’t typically do a meter distinction. FSC Group did research to support breaking it
out with smaller homes having less impact. While the per square foot cost is higher for a smaller home, they will pay
less than larger homes. In general, SDCs will be lower. It means that residential additions will get caught and charged
SDCs. Patrick asked about if this applies to remodels. If they are not adding to the square footage, it would not. If they
are converting a garage, they would be charged. Tokos to share a calculator with the PC.
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Capri had concerns with apartment costs. Tokos explained that overall, SDCs will be lower. Warehouses will go up in
party with the changes in transportation. Patrick asked if the discount on the Bayfront applies to restaurants. Tokos
explained that appendix D-2 lists these. It is a 20 percent factor. Tokos shared out Exhibit “3” pertaining to apartments.
He encouraged the PC to share their thoughts with the CC on methodology.

Hanselman had trouble with the methodology based on square footage of a home. Tokos reminded that there are many
different types of fees for different purposes. The SDCs are more for new builds and are intended to get a little bit of
review in as growth occurs so the entire burden doesn’t fall on existing residents. Hanselman asked why the rates aren’t
the same for everybody. Tokos explained that affordability is in question. This seems to be a way to address equity issue
and helps with accessory units. Capri explained that 90 percent would pay less.

Tokos shared handouts that represented the changes since the PC received their packets for the meeting. He noted the
“New D-1”. Universities and community colleges have been combined. The cost for square footage for community
colleges came out really high, so they were combined. Pass by trips were added for offices. It says that 80 percent are
going directly to the office only and 20 percent are doing something in addition. There is a clear justification to go with
the 80/20. A discussion ensued regarding trip generation percentages.

Capri pointed out the figures for nurseries and garden centers. Tokos to check in with FSC Group on this. Branigan said
the 936-937 doesn’t make sense. Tokos said it should be with drive-thrus and he will adjust.

Tokos pointed out that apartments get a 25% pedestrian/transit factor and felt it was reasonable as there are designated
transit stops there. Patrick felt the pedestrian/transit factor is low for senior and assisted living. Tokos said some of this
was factored into the initial numbers.

Capri asked why 710 and 719 are different. Tokos said it should 80/20. Capri noted that the post office sounded weird,
and the building supply should be different than general retail. He suggested getting rid of nurseries and building/lumber
store as they are retail. Tokos said if it is not an issue, we should keep it so it ties to ITE and original trip generation
rate. This makes it defensible.

lokos cover code changes with the PC. The first change is in exemptions. Apartment and assisted living are still being
assessed on an ADU basis. Manufactured homes are deleted. SDCs for seasonal basis, including patios and deck seating,
were never changed at any time. There were changes to credits for impervious surfaces. We have to give credits for
public improvements. There was an addition that credits will go away in 10 years. The 30 year look back provision is
too far. Patrick asked about the transfer for capital improvements. Tokos used the Tap House as an example. Money
collected for water cannot be spent on a transportation project. It has to stay in the same category. Capri asked if you
could defer a credit for a future project. Yes, but you have to use it within 10 years.

Tokos explained the City did credit certificates before the current SDCs went into effect. It is 10 years down the road
now and we need to address it. Page 11 address the language. It says they have until December 31, 2020 to use credits
or they go away. Tokos said the City will try the methodology on page 12. We do not have aerials and they aren’t that
dependable. Developers will need to prove they paid SDCs or the impervious surface existed as of January 1, 2008. A
discussion ensued regarding driveways and impervious surfaces.

4. Adjournment. Having no further discussion, the meeting adjourned at 6:59 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

LQ)7
Sherri Marineau,
Executive Assistant
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